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Swiftech MCB-120
"Radbox" radiator/fan
housing Rev 2 - Black

$19.95
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Short Description
The MCB120 revision 2 "Radbox" retains all the functionalities of the orginal but is now made of injection molded plastic, and
receives several cosmetic enhancements:

Description
The MCB120 revision 2 "Radbox" retains all the functionalities of the orginal but is now made of injection molded plastic, and
receives several cosmetic enhancements:
a gorgeous silky black paint finish,
the edge of the housing now overlaps the base plate for a cleaner, more pleasing look,
and the silver Swiftech logo is applied on the side highly contrasting with the black background for a rich finishing touch
Mechanically, the product is very sturdy thanks to the base plate featuring numerous reinforcement ribs, and it fulfils its
function to perfection. The MCB120 Rev2 "Radbox" can support single, dual or triple 120mm radiators.
The new PCI pass-thru bracket is now simplified, eliminating the nipple connections used in the previous kit. The tube passes
straight thru the bracket which improves flow rate, eliminates four connections, and therefore the possibilities for leaks.

Specifications
Exploded views
Single 120mm radiator installation
Dual 120mm radiator installation
Specifications:
Housing:
Housing assembly dimensions: 5.125 x 5.125 x 1.360" (130x130x35mm)
Material: injection molded POM
Features:
slotted holes allow installation to 60mm, 80mm, 92mm or 120mm fan holes
up to 3" of vertical travel, and 2" of lateral travel with 80mm fan holes
Finish: silk-black paint
PCI Pass-thru kit:
Custom PCI bracket with U-shape holes for tube pass-thru and slotted hole for electrical routing.
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Additional Information
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Brand

Swiftech

SKU

MCB-120-R2-BK

Weight

1.0000

Color

Black

Radiator Size

120 (1 x 120mm)

Radiator Accessory Type

Shroud

Material

Delrin (POM)
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